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In this paper we shall apply the methods of solution of three-dimensional 

contact problems of the theory of elasticity to the solution of problems 

of a body with a plane crack (cut). 

Assume that the solution of the problem of the indentation of a 

frictionless punch into an elastic half-space is lcnown. This means that 

a function 0(x, y, z), which is harmonic in the half-space z>O, goes 

to zero at infinity and satisfies the following mixed boundary conditions: 

(1) inside S. the area of contact between the punch and the boundary 

z=o 
v(X,y,O)=b+crz+PY--(PxrY) (1) 

(2) outside the area S of the boundary z = 0 

au/az=o (2) 

is given where z = Q(X, y) is the equation of the base area of the punch 

and b + ax + i?ay is the rigid-body displacement of the punch. 

The normal stress under the punch is determined from the following 

formula Lll 

cz = - LmC / b- I)1 (aUPz),=, (3) 

Here I is the reciprocal of the Poisson coefficient. 

It is assumed that the function (p(x, y) has continuous partial deri- 

vatives up to and including second order and that the boundary line of 
the punch does not press onto the elastic half-space. Thus, it follows 

from (3) that the function 
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v=au/az (4) 

which is harmonic in the half-space Z&O will be continuous at z = 0. 
Since U(x, y, z) satisfies the Laplace equation V2U = 0, using (4) we ob- 

tain 
w/az = a+7 J aza = - (aw I axa -j- awaya) (5) 

When we utilize (l), (2), (4) and (5) we find that the function (4), 

which is harmonic in the half-space z = 0 and goes to zero at infinity, 
satisfies the following conditions at the boundary of the half-space 
Z = 0: V(x, y, 0) = 0 outside the area S, and aV/ax = ptp(.v, y) inside 
the area S, where V2 is the baplace operator. 

If we substitute 

P @, Y) = mc V2q (2, y) I (m - 1) (6) 

then the harmonic function V(X, y, z) will represent the solution of a 
problem in the stress-strain state of an unbounded elastic body with a 
plane crack S, whose surface is subject to a normal (compressive) stress 
a,(r, Y,+o) = uz(x, y, -0) = -p(x, y). The equation of the surface of the 
crack, which is expanded by the action of the normal.pressure p( X, y), is 
of the form 

x = f V (2, Y, o), or z= r (m-i)a,(z,y)/mG (7) 

Equations (3) and (4) were being considered here. 

If the harmonic function [I(%, y, Z) is the potential of a straight 
layer with a density y(x, y) then 

Q, = - 2zmGy (2, y) /(m - 1) 

Consequently, equation (7) for the expended crack becomes 

z = f 29vr (5, Y) 

The displacement vector and the stress tensor, which exist in an un- 
bounded elastic body with a plane crack S whose surface is subjected to 
a normal pressure p(~, y) can be expressed in terms of V(x, y, Z) by 
means of known formulas. 

Exanp les 
n 

1. If 
mG 

P (I, Y) = m-_l 2 I(i + 2) (i + 1) $+, + (i + 2) (i + I) b, j+Sl Aj 

i++=o 
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and the crack S is elliptic x*/a* + y*/a*(l - k*) < 1, then using (7) and 
the author’s results from another publication [21 for a punch aith a sur- 
face 

I = z bi,&$ 
i+j=8 

we obtain the equation for the expended crack 

Here the coefficients cij are found from the solution of a determinant 
of a set of linear algebraic equations whose coefficients are expressed 
in terms of elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. 

2. If the pressure pO is constant and the crack is elliptic, then the 

equation of the expanded crack takes on the form of a tri-axial ellipsoid 

xa 1 as + y4 / aa (1 - kg) + es / b’ = 1 

The values of d,, *’ and dooo2 are 

3. If 

(b=x(m- 1) PO o&0@ / mG (dOom + doom)) 

given in the author’s monograph [21. 

p (x, y) = mG (coo + elox + ~OIY i- eaoz* -I- ells -tad / (m - 1) 

the crack is circular of radius a, then. using (7) and the result of 121. 

we obtain 

4. If the pressure p,, is constant, then, letting b = 2(n - l)p,,a/trmG, 

we obtain Sneddon’s result [3] on the form .v2/a2 + y2/a2 + z2/b2 = 1 of 

S. circular crack which is expanded by means of internal pressure pG. 

Note that the methods of soiution of the problems of an elastic body 

with a plans crack car he applied 1;o the solution of contact problem: oC 

tiiz theory oi al.asLicier under tne condition that the boundary line ::.‘ 

the punch does not, DI’$SS upoc t.tie elastic half-space, i. P. the norrri 

stress at the contour 0; S, the drew: oi conxact between the punch and tbc 

half-space, goes to Z:?PD. Actual?;-, if the funptio:: S.:X, rg Z! represent:-: ‘l .I 

t,i!~ soluxio2 0 Y tile probiem of an unboun::ed e?astilz body witk a plar:~. 

sracik S whose surface 13 sub,jecteti to a normal pressure Ir;‘), ther,, u>> .n,, 

I i, 
. . tii!? norms1 stress (2 i insicre .T. ’ tne a,rea ei CoilLaCz T; an eiasx 

half-space with a punch that na;; a has,, are: .: = qi I: .yj :S expresser: .!. 

the tort 
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~z=-mnGV(z, y: O)/(m-1) 

Examp le 

If we use Sneddon’s results 

1 I 

v (2, y, 0) = 2A!2. s ydy s up(aYu) du 

p/a 
(Y' - pa / ea) o (1 - &A 

639 

(99 

when a normal pressure p(p) is applied to a circular crack of radius a, 

then having used (6), (8) and (9) we obtain the following formula for 
the normal stress under an axisymmetric punch 

1 1 

CQ = - 2amG 

n(m-i) s 

ydy 

s 
uq (a!iu) &,, 

p,a (ya - pa / aa)‘lt o (1 - uafia 
$ (a34 =V2cp (P9 I p= oyu 009 

With z = Ap2 Formula (10) leads to the Hertz result: for z = Ap we 
obtain the result of A. Love for a conical punch. 
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